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Appendix A. Account Sequence Example
Section 2.2 of the main text explained the structure of the wealth section of the survey in detail.
In this appendix, we show actual screen shots from the wealth section for a hypothetical
respondent who has two IRAs, one 401(k) pension, one checking account and one mutual fund
account.
The respondent starts the wealth section by entering all the types of accounts she has
(Figure A-A1). She answers how many accounts she has for each type using a drop-down menu
(Figure A-A2) and then gives each of the accounts a nickname (Figure A-A3). The survey
shows the summary of responses so far (Figure A-A4) and asks whether all the information
given is correct. If the respondent clicks no, then she can either add/delete the account type or
add/delete accounts within each type.
After this first check point, the survey then loops over the accounts and asks the balance
of each (Figure A-A5 is one example). After the loop, the survey displays a summary table of
account balances as well as a total (Figure A-A6). In this example, the respondent did not
provide a response to the balance question for the second IRA account (“Roth IRA”), so she sees
“No response provided” for Reported Value under that account. Let us say that the respondent
clicks “No” to “Is this correct?” under the summary table. Then the respondent is asked whether
she wants to add/delete accounts or correct balances (Figure A-A7). In this example, the
respondent chooses to correct balances, indicates that she wants to correct the balance for “Roth
IRA” (Figure A-A8), and then corrects the balance for that account (Figure A-A9). During the
corrections, the previously provided answers are shown above the question (in this case “Not

answered”). The respondent comes back to the summary screen again, indicates whether she
referred to records to provide information on each account, and then confirms that all the
responses are correct (Figure A-A10).
The survey then asks two follow-up questions for each account: stock share (Figure AA11) and whether that account is held at Vanguard (Figure A-A12). Note that the survey does
not ask these questions about the checking account that this respondent reported since it is a
transactional account not offered at Vanguard. Based on these responses, the survey calculates
the share of wealth held at Vanguard and the stock share of the total portfolio, and it shows these
as charts along with the summary table of balances (Figure A-A13). The respondent can print
this summary page as a record.
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